SUMMER CAMP CHECKLIST

Check out Scout Shops and ScoutStuff.org to gear up for a great camping season.

☐ Carry
  BSA® Ultra Light 50L Backpack
  JanSport® Katahdin 70L Backpack
  Osprey® Duffel
  Sleeping Bag Straps - 2pk

☐ Clean Up
  Hand Sanitizer
  Boy Scout™ Toothbrush
  Travel Soap Leaves

☐ First Aid
  BSA Scout First Aid Kit
  Adventure Medical Blistermedic™
  SOL® First Aid Moleskin Kit
  SOL Sunscreen SPF 45 - 4 oz.
  SOL Sunscreen SPF 30 - 4 oz.
  SOL Lip Balm SPF 30

☐ Hydration
  CamelBak® Arete™ Hydration Pack
  CamelBak Bottle .75L
  CamelBak Reservoir
  Osprey Hydration Pack
  2L Boy Scout Canteen
  Nalgene® 32-oz. Water Bottle

☐ Insect
  Natrapel® Insect Repellent
  AfterBite®
  AfterBite Kids
  Rectangular Mosquito Net
  No-See-Um Head Net

☐ Navigation
  Silva® Compass

☐ Knives
  Boy Scout Pocket Knife
  Swiss Army® Classic Knife
  BSA Tanto Knife
  4" Multi-Tool
  Smith’s® Knife Sharpening Stone and Pouch

☐ Lighting
  UCO Clarus Lantern + Flashlight
  Petzl® 80-Lumen Headlamp
  Night Ize® 3-in-1 LED Flashlight
  Boy Scout LED Lantern
  Luci® Outdoor Solar Lantern

☐ Sleeping Gear
  BSA Sleeping Bags
  BSA Ultralight Sleeping Bags
  Kelty® Sleeping Bags
  Eagles Nest Outfitters® (ENO) Bug Net
  Therm-A-Rest® Sleeping Pad
  Therm-A-Rest Camp Pillow
  ENO Hammock and Straps

☐ Survival
  Industrial-Strength Duct Tape
  Spark Fire Starter
  Emergency Whistle

☐ Tents
  Coleman® Sundome 4-person Tent
  Coleman Sundome 6-person Tent
  Eureka® Tetraxon HD 2-person Tent
  Eureka® Tetraxon HD 5-person Tent

☐ Miscellaneous
  Frogg Toggs® Poncho
  Frogg Toggs Rain Suit
  GSI® 7-Pc. Camp Table Setting
  Pack Rain Cover
  Backpacking Chair
  Binoculars 8 x 22
  Knot Tying Kit
  Goal Zero Rock Out Speaker
  Sunglasses
  Sun Shower
  Foot Locker

☐ Apparel
  Activity T-shirts
  Cool Weather Gear
  Hooded Sweatshirts

☐ Accessories
  Caps & Hats
  Uniform Socks
  Thorlos® Socks